
Metaphor Poems
About Life
1. "The Road Not Taken" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● "Two roads diverged in a yellow wood" - Opening line: Represents life's choices

and the necessity to make decisions.

● "And sorry I could not travel both" - First stanza: Symbolizes the inevitable need

to choose one path over another in life.

● "I took the one less traveled by, And that has made all the difference" - Last

stanza: Suggests how unconventional choices can lead to unique life experiences.

2. "Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night" by Dylan Thomas

Metaphors:

● "Rage, rage against the dying of the light" - Refrain: Symbolizes the fight against

death or the end of life.

● "Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright" - Second stanza: Represents

people reflecting on missed opportunities at life's end.

● "Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight" - Fifth stanza: Depicts the

clarity and regret one might feel when facing mortality.

3. "Daffodils" by WilliamWordsworth

Metaphors:



● "A host of golden daffodils" - First stanza: Represents nature's beauty and its

overwhelming impact on the viewer.

● "Fluttering and dancing in the breeze" - Second stanza: Symbolizes the carefree

and joyful aspects of nature.

● "They flash upon that inward eye" - Fourth stanza: Implies the lasting impression

nature leaves on our minds and hearts.

4. "MendingWall" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● "Something there is that doesn't love a wall" - Opening line: Suggests a natural

resistance to barriers and separation.

● "Good fences make good neighbors" - Often repeated line: Ironizes the paradox of

needing barriers to maintain relationships.

● "We keep the wall between us as we go" - Throughout the poem: Represents the

emotional and social distances people maintain.

5. "The New Colossus" by Emma Lazarus

Metaphors:

● "A mighty woman with a torch" - Opening line: Represents the Statue of Liberty

as a guiding light for immigrants.

● "Mother of Exiles" - Middle of the poem: Symbolizes the welcoming and

nurturing nature of America.

● "Golden door" - Closing line: Implies opportunity and prosperity awaiting new

arrivals.

6. "Hope is the Thing with Feathers" by Emily Dickinson

Metaphors:



● "Hope is the thing with feathers" - Opening line: Compares hope to a bird,

suggesting its gentle and enduring nature.

● "That perches in the soul" - First stanza: Implies that hope resides deep within

the human spirit.

● "And never stops at all" - First stanza: Symbolizes the persistent and unwavering

quality of hope.

7. "Fire and Ice" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● "Some say the world will end in fire" - Opening line: Suggests the destructive

power of passion and desire.

● "Some say in ice" - Second line: Represents hatred and rigidity leading to

destruction.

● "From what I’ve tasted of desire" - Throughout the poem: Implies personal

experience with intense emotions and their consequences.

8. "Stopping byWoods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost

Metaphors:

● "Whose woods these are I think I know" - First stanza: Suggests life's mysteries

and the unknown paths ahead.

● "He will not see me stopping here" - Second stanza: Implies the private moments

of contemplation away from societal expectations.

● "And miles to go before I sleep" - Last stanza: Represents life's ongoing

responsibilities and the journey ahead.

9. "Sonnet 18" byWilliam Shakespeare

Metaphors:



● "Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?" - Opening line: Compares the

beloved to the beauty and warmth of summer.

● "Thy eternal summer shall not fade" - Throughout the sonnet: Symbolizes

enduring beauty and immortality.

● "So long as men can breathe or eyes can see" - Last line: Suggests the timeless

nature of true beauty and love.

10. "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" by T.S. Eliot

Metaphors:

● "Let us go then, you and I" - Opening line: Invites the reader into a journey of

introspection and existential contemplation.

● "The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-panes" - Throughout the

poem: Represents the obscure and elusive nature of life's truths.

● "Measured out my life with coffee spoons" - Middle of the poem: Implies the

mundane and repetitive aspects of daily existence.
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